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We implement a two-qubit logic gate between a 43Caþ hyperfine qubit and a 88Srþ Zeeman qubit. For
this pair of ion species, the S–P optical transitions are close enough that a single laser of wavelength 402 nm
can be used to drive the gate but sufficiently well separated to give good spectral isolation and low photon
scattering errors. We characterize the gate by full randomized benchmarking, gate set tomography, and Bell
state analysis. The latter method gives a fidelity of 99.8(1)%, comparable to that of the best same-species
gates and consistent with known sources of error.
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The exchange of quantum information between different
types of qubit is a powerful tool for a wide variety of
applications. These range from quantum computing and
networking to optical clocks to spectroscopy of molecules
or exotic species for testing fundamental physics. In
quantum information processing (QIP), interfacing
different systems allows the use of specialized qubits for
different operations (for example, memory, logic, and
readout) [1,2], the coupling of matter and photonic qubits
for communication or distributed computing [3–9], and
even the connection of distinct qubit platforms (such as
solid state and atomic systems [10–12]). While incoherent
quantum state transfer often suffices for spectroscopy or
clocks [13–17], general QIP requires two-qubit interactions
that preserve phase and amplitude of superposition states,
i.e., entangling gate operations.
Trapped-ion systems are an extremely promising techno-

logy for QIP, further enriched by the diversity of atomic
properties of different species. The use of two spectrally
resolved species allows laser cooling, state preparation, and
readout via one species without corrupting logic qubits held
in the second species [18,19]. Different species also facilitate
networking, where ions whose level structures and transition
wavelengths are well suited to photonic interfacing can be
gated with ions possessing superior properties for logic or
memory [6,20]. Both mixed-isotope and mixed-element
two-qubit gates have previously been demonstrated
[20–25]. However, due to the extra technical complications
and new sources of error to which multispecies gates are
susceptible, the gate fidelities achieved have fallen short of
the state of the art for single-species gates [26–30].
In this work, we perform a mixed-element σz ⊗ σz

geometric phase gate [31] between 43Caþ and 88Srþ, where
the ions are driven by a state-dependent force tuned close to
resonance with a motional mode. We take advantage of
the extremely low addressing errors (< 10−6) of qubits
with different energy splittings to characterize the gate
performance using randomized benchmarking (RBM) with

full exploration of the two-qubit Hilbert space, by
gate set tomography (GST), and by partial Bell state
tomography (PST).
Calcium and strontium are a particularly well-matched

pair of elements: they have S–P transitions at 397 nm and
408 nm, with linewidths Γ ≈ 22 MHz, which are onlyΔ0 ¼
20.2 THz apart, Fig. 1(a). This frequency separation is
small enough that a single laser of modest intensity, at
around 402 nm, can provide a state-dependent force on
both species simultaneously to perform a two-qubit gate.
Nevertheless, it is large enough to give small (∼10−4)
photon scattering errors during the gate and to preserve
excellent spectral isolation during cooling and readout, as
ðΓ=Δ0Þ2 ∼ 10−12 [32,33]. The Raman beatnote required to
drive a σz ⊗ σz gate depends only on the motional mode
frequency and is independent of the qubit frequency.
Therefore a single pair of Raman beams can perform a
gate between 88Srþ and 43Caþ ions in a manner similar to
the gate previously performed on two different isotopes of
calcium [21]. This simplifies the technical setup compared
to previous demonstrations of mixed-element logic gates,
which required separate laser systems for each species
[20,22]. The masses of 43Caþ and 88Srþ differ only by a
factor of 2, yielding sufficient motional coupling for
efficient sympathetic cooling [34,35]. 43Caþ has proven
to be an excellent logic qubit with stable hyperfine states
allowing single-qubit gates and memory with errors ∼10−6
[36,37] and with state preparation, readout, and two-qubit
gates with errors ≲10−3 [26,36,38]. 88Srþ is superior for
optical networking purposes due to its simple level struc-
ture and favorable wavelengths: high-rate, high-fidelity
entanglement of ions in separate vacuum systems via a
photonic link has recently been demonstrated with two
88Srþ ions [9].
Photon scattering sets a quasifundamental limit to the

error for two-qubit gates driven by stimulated Raman
transitions and was the largest error contribution in the
highest-fidelity two-qubit gates [26,27]. To achieve a
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scattering error ∼10−4 requires several THz detuning Δ of
the Raman beams from resonance [39]. The calculated
scattering error for a laser tuned midway between the 43Caþ

and 88Srþ S–P transitions is 2 × 10−4, about a factor of 2
lower than that in [26,27]. The dominant technical errors
are often due to motional and spin dephasing of the ions,
both of which are smaller if the gate is performed faster
[26,28]. To maintain a reasonable gate speed at THz
detunings requires a beam power of a few tens of mW
for 30 μm spot sizes. We choose the Raman detuning to be
roughly halfway between the nearest S–P transitions, at
ΔCa ¼ −9.0 THz from the 397 nm transition in 43Caþ, to
couple similarly to both species. For our setup, this
detuning also approximately minimizes the error due to
motional heating during the gate [33].
The gate is implemented as two separate pulses

embedded in a spin-echo sequence, Fig. 2(a), each pulse

driving a closed-loop trajectory in motional phase space.
This two-loop scheme reduces spin decoherence and
cancels effects of the asymmetry of Ω⇑ and Ω⇓ in
43Caþ [32], where the Rabi frequencies Ω⇑ and Ω⇓

determine the strength of the light-shift force on the two
different qubit states. The phase of the second gate pulse is
flipped by π compared to the gate dynamics shown in
Fig. 2(b), to perform a first-order Walsh modulation that
reduces sensitivity to mis-set parameters [40]. In the σz ⊗
σz gate, the phase of the single-qubit operations needs no
fixed relationship to the Raman beatnote phase [41].
Single-qubit operations may therefore be driven independ-
ently using microwaves, with no phase coherence to the
gate beams. The gate is performed on the axial out-of-phase
(oop) motional mode, with a gate detuning δg ¼ −40 kHz
giving a gate time tg ¼ 2=δg ¼ 49.2 μs. The edges of the
pulse are shaped by a Hann window, sin2ðπt=2tsÞ, with
ts ¼ 2 μs. The power in each Raman beam is 60 mW, in a
spot size ≈30 μm, giving Ω⇓=2π ¼ 180 kHz. For maxi-
mum gate efficiency, i.e., maximum two-qubit geometric
phase acquired for a given carrier Rabi frequency, the σz ⊗
σz gate requires the ion spacing to be an integer or half-
integer multiple of the Raman beam standing wave period

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic sequence of the σz ⊗ σz gate. The gate G
characterized in RBM and GST measurements consists of two
Raman pulses gðtg=2Þ, separated by a “spin-echo” π-pulse on
each qubit. For PST, G is bracketed by two π=2-pulses, and
followed by an additional ðπ=2Þϕ analysis pulse (not shown) with
phase ϕ ¼ 45° or 135° to determine the parity contrast. (b) Gate
dynamics measured with the sequence in (a). To improve
sensitivity during calibration, the initial phase of the second
gate pulse matches that of the first pulse. The asymmetry of the
forces on 43Caþ and 88Srþ leads to asymmetric evolution of the
populations p⇓↑, p⇑↓.

(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 1. (a) A single laser with wavelength λ ¼
c=fL ¼ 402 nm, detuned by ΔSr ¼ þ11.2 THz, ΔCa ¼
−9.0 THz from S–P transitions in 88Srþ and 43Caþ, provides
qubit-state-dependent forces on both ion species. The qubit
states are (j↓i; j↑iÞ¼ð5S−1=21=2 ;5Sþ1=2

1=2 Þ in 88Srþ and (j⇓i; j⇑iÞ ¼
ð4S4;þ4

1=2 ; 4S3þ3
1=2 Þ in 43Caþ. A static magnetic field B ¼ 146 G

gives qubit frequencies f↕ ¼ 409 MHz and f⇕ ¼ 2.874 GHz.
(b) Both Raman beams are derived from a single frequency-
doubled Ti:S laser. The beatnote (fax;oop þ δg) between the two
beams is created by acousto-optic modulators. The differential
wave vector Δk of the Raman beams is parallel to the trap axis z,
suppressing coupling to the radial modes of motion. (c) Values of
(ax)ial and (rad)ial in-phase (ip) and out-of-phase (oop) normal
mode frequencies.
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λz ¼ 402 nm=
ffiffiffi

2
p

. The ion spacing is 12.5λz ¼ 3.57 μm,
corresponding to axial mode frequencies shown in
Fig. 1(c). The axial Lamb-Dicke parameters ðηip; ηoopÞ
are (0.090,0.127) for 43Caþ and (0.124,0.045) for 88Srþ.
The trap frequencies and the sign of δg need to be chosen
carefully to avoid several resonances: (i) fax;oop ≃ 2frad;oop;
(ii) 2fax;ip ≃ fax;oop þ δg; and, for driving an in-phase (ip)
mode gate, (iii) fax;ip ≃ frad;oop. The axial modes were sub-
Doppler cooled but the radial modes were not. For case (i),
hot radial modes lead to large errors due to Kerr cross-
coupling. For (ii), certain δg can lead to errors from higher
harmonic excitation [24]. For (iii), and if the Raman
differential wave vector Δk is not orthogonal to the radial
modes, additional errors can arise from radial mode
excitation [28].
We characterize the error ϵG of the gate operation using

three different methods: (a) measurement of the Bell state
fidelity after a single gate operation using PST, (b)
interleaved RBM, and (c) GST. Interleaved RBM and
GST use longer sequences of gates. For PST with a single
gate operation we obtain ϵG ¼ 2.0ð1.0Þ × 10−3 after cor-
rection for state preparation and measurement (SPAM)
errors [21], averaged over 50 000 gate measurement shots
taken over two separate days [42]. The raw gate error
before SPAM correction is 10.2ð3Þ × 10−3. Errors due to
other single-qubit operations were not corrected for. For
readout, the 88Srþ ion is shelved with a 674 nm pulse,
which is sensitive to the ion temperature; for 43Caþ a
393 nm optical pumping process is used, which is far less
temperature dependent [44]. As the ions are heated to
Doppler temperature during fluorescence detection, we
read out 88Srþ first. The average SPAM errors are ϵ̄Sr ¼
4.0ð3Þ × 10−3 for 88Srþ and ϵ̄Ca ¼ 1.4ð3Þ × 10−3 for 43Caþ,
and the dominant uncertainty in ϵG arises from statistical
uncertainty in ϵ̄.

RBM allows measurement of the gate error independent
of SPAM errors and also provides a measure of the gate
error in the more computationally relevant context of long
sequences of operations [30,45,46]. We implement an
interleaved RBM protocol equivalent to [46], with the
σz ⊗ σz operation as the “gate under test” G. The error per
σz ⊗ σz gate ϵG is extracted by comparing the error rate ϵg
of sequences of random Clifford operations to the error rate
ϵ0g of sequences that also include extra interleaved σz ⊗ σz
gates, via [46]

ϵG ¼ 1

αn

�

1 −
1 − αnϵ

0
g

1 − αnϵg

�

ð1Þ

with depolarization probability αnϵ, where αn ¼ 2n=ð2n − 1Þ
and n is the number of qubits. Individually addressed
single-qubit X and Y gates are achieved trivially through
the use of different ion species, and single-qubit Z rotations
are implemented as software phase shifts. As both species
participate in the gate operation, no sympathetic cooling is
performed during the sequences. Sequences and results are
shown in Fig. 3. For each sequence length (up to 60
interleaved gates) we perform N ¼ 100 shots of k ≃ 100
randomly generated pairs of sequences. Each two-qubit
Clifford operation contains, on average, 1.5 entangling
operations as well as 7.7 single-qubit rotations, meaning
that the longest sequences contain, on average, 151.5 entan-
gling operations in total and take 16 ms. Over these durations
the increase in ion temperature and duty-cycle effects in
amplifiers become nonnegligible, leading to a slight increase
in the error per gate for longer sequences, Fig. 3(c). The error
due to ion temperature is dominated by the ip mode heating
(≈110 quanta=s): after 16 ms, n̄ax;ip ≈ 1.8, contributing 3 ×
10−3 error for the last oop-mode gate in the sequence. We
measure the average error per gate ϵG ¼ 2.9ð7Þ × 10−3

(3.8ð3Þ × 10−3) from sequences with 20 (60) interleaved

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 3. Interleaved RBM: (a) Gate sequences. Operations C1…CL are randomly chosen from the 11 520 elements of the two-qubit
Clifford group, generated by the single-qubit π=2-rotations f�X;�Y;�Zg, and G. In interleaved sequences, the entangling gate under
test G is applied after each Ci. To finish in an eigenstate of the measurement basis, each sequence terminates with the inverse operation
C−1 (C−1

G ) of all combined Ci (Ci and G) operations. The final eigenstate is randomized by single-qubit π-rotations P. (b) Combined
datasets of 660 randomized sequences with L ¼ 1…60. Each randomization is repeated 100 times to determine the sequence fidelity.
Each data point gives the mean fidelity for all sequences of length L. (c) Error per interleaved G gate, inferred from fitting the fidelity
decays in (b), as a function of the maximum sequence length used in the fit. The error per gate increases with L as certain error sources
become more pronounced after longer durations. Error bars are from parametric bootstrapping.
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entangling gates under test, corresponding to sequences
involving up to 51.5 (151.5) entangling gates. From the
noninterleaved sequences alone, we can also extract the
average error of an arbitrary two-qubit Clifford operation
ϵg ¼ 8.3ð2Þ × 10−3, consistent with the errors of its constitu-
ent operations.
To obtain a measure of the nature of the errors of

different operations, in addition to their magnitude, GST
can be employed [47]. We characterize the gate set
fG;þX;þZg, which contains 1026 gauge-independent
parameters. To reduce the time necessary to estimate
individual errors, we implement repetitions of shorter gate
sequences, called germs, which are chosen to amplify
specific errors [48]. A total of 62 germ sequences are
used, each consisting of one to five operations. The germ
sequences are optimized numerically, in turn amplifying
sensitivity to a specific noise parameter and minimizing the
number of required operations. The germ sequences are
surrounded by a preparation and a measurement fiducial,
see Fig. 4(a). The fiducials serve to form complete sets of
prepared states and measurement effects akin to process
tomography. They are chosen from a set of 15 preparation
and 10 measurement fiducials, each consisting of one to
four operations per qubit. Operation sequences are con-
structed and analyzed from these sets using the pyGSTi
package [49]. The error of the entangling gate G extracted
from the results (Fig. 4) is ϵG ¼ 6ð3Þ × 10−3. The diamond
norm distance k:k⋄ ¼ 0.03ð1Þ, of which half is due to
coherent error sources.
The three gate characterization methods have different

merits. For the above results, the total number of qubit
population measurements and the time for a single meas-
urement, including cooling, are (250 000, 16 ms) for PST
including SPAM measurements; (132 000, 16–32 ms) for

interleaved RBM; (386 000, 16–23 ms) for GST. PST is the
simplest to implement as it does not require individual
qubit addressing and long sequences. The accuracy of
RBM and GST is limited by the increase of gate error with
sequence length, which is not included as a fit parameter,
and therefore reduces the quality of the fit. While PST is not
affected by this systematic effect, it requires more data than
RBM to achieve equal statistical uncertainties and can be
subject to systematic error due to drifts in SPAM errors.
GST provides information about the nature of gate errors
that is essential for choosing and designing appropriate
error correction algorithms [50]. However, the reduction of
the accuracy versus dataset size due to the observed non-
Markovianity, Fig. 4(d), as well as the computational
complexity of the analysis, make GST less convenient.
In our regime of comparable gate and SPAM errors, RBM
provides the best accuracy for a given data acquisition time
and also reveals effects occurring in longer sequences.
The operation of mixed-species gates is qualitatively

different and has increased sensitivity to certain experi-
mental imperfections compared to same-species gates.
Owing to the different masses and atomic structure, the
sideband Rabi frequencies for the two ions are different;
thus the light-shift force F↑ ≠ F⇑ (and F↓ ≠ F⇓) and, in
general, all four states (j⇑↑i, j⇑↓i, j⇓↑i, j⇓↓i) are
motionally excited. Hence, some (here ≈20%) of the
acquired geometric phase gives rise to a global phase
instead of the desired two-qubit phase generated by
σz ⊗ σz. Therefore, the total Rabi frequency has to be
increased (by ≈3%), and the maximum excursion in phase
space becomes larger. This increases errors due to heating,
photon scattering, and imperfect closure of loops in phase
space compared to more efficient single-species gates.
Owing to the mass dependence of the rf pseudopotential,

(a)

(d)

(b) (c)

FIG. 4. Gate set tomography: (a) Structure of GST sequences. For each target sequence length L ¼ 1; 2; 4;…; 64, each germ sequence
gk is repeated l times such that the maximum number of operations is L and is surrounded by combinations of preparation and
measurement fiducials pi and mj. (b) Final maximum-likelihood estimate for the entangling gate under CPTP constraints, given as a
superoperator G in the Pauli-product basis. (c) Difference of the fit of the measured gate G to the ideal gate G0. Displayed is the error
generator L such that G ¼ eLG0. (d) Goodness of fit of the final estimate for data up to circuit length L in units of standard deviations of
the expected χ2 distribution. A significant amount of non-Markovianity is present, presumably due to duty-cycle effects and motional
heating.
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mixed-species crystals tilt off the trap z axis if there are
stray electric fields that displace the ions radially [35].
This leads to errors, for example by increasing the coupling
of the gate beams to radial modes or by increasing
sensitivity to noise in the rf drive. Empirically, in the
presence of a stray radial field, we measure gate errors
much greater than for Ca–Ca crystals and larger than can be
accounted for by a simple model of the effect of crystal tilt.
We therefore adjust the field compensation more precisely
than for a single-species crystal and, to mitigate the effects
of trap field inhomogeneities [35], we keep the ion order
constant [33,51]. By measuring the quadratic dependence
of the gate error on the stray field, we compensate the field
to ≈0.3V=m precision; the effect of this change in field on
the gate error was measured by RBM to be 2ð5Þ × 10−4.
In summary, we have performed a mixed-element enta-

ngling gate between 43Caþ and 88Srþ ground-level qubits
using a light-shift gate previously used for same-element
quantum logic. We have demonstrated comparative bench-
marking of the gate using three independent methods (PST,
RBM, andGST), which yield respective fidelities 99.8(1)%,
99.7(1)%, and 99.4(3)% (consistent at the ≈1σ level). The
PST fidelity is consistent with that of the best same-species
gates, as measured by the same method [26–28,38,52,53],
and with the total error from known sources (Table I). The
gate mechanism requires one pair of beams from a single,
visible-wavelength cw laser, near the technically convenient
405 nm band, making it promising for use in scalable
trapped-ion quantum computing architectures.
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